Information for activity leader:

Photocopy this template onto card for the best effect.

You will need:
- Scissors
- Paper clip

What to do:
- Cut out your white-tailed eagle outline and colour in. Be extra careful when cutting out the long wing tips that look like fingers. If it is too difficult you can cut around the pale grey line instead.
- Fold the front edge of the wings downwards along the dotted line.
- Fold body into a shallow ‘V’ along dashed line.
- Put paper clip on the front and fly your white-tailed eagle. You may need to adjust the weight.

Colouring guide:
- Light yellow
- Brown
- Dark brown
- White

RSPB Wildlife Explorers is the junior membership of the RSPB
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White-tailed eagles live a lot longer than most other birds, the average age is around 21 years. The oldest ever white-tailed eagle was 32!